The increasing demand for photovoltaic devices and the associated crystalline silicon feedstock demand scenario have led in the past years to the fast growth of the thin film silicon industry. The high potential for cost reduction and the suitability for building integration have initiated both industrial and research laboratories dynamisms for amorphous silicon and micro-crystalline silicon based photovoltaic technologies. The recent progress towards higher efficiencies thin film silicon solar cells obtained at the IMT-EPFL in Neuchatel in small-area laboratory and semi-large-area industrial Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PE-CVD) systems are reviewed. Advanced light trapping schemes are fundamental to reach high conversion efficiency and the potential of advanced Transparent Conductive Oxides (TCO) is presented, together with issues associated to the impact of the substrate morphology onto the growth of the silicon films. The recent improvements realized in amorphous-microcrystalline tandem solar cells on glass substrate are then presented, and the latest results on 1 cm 2 cells are reported with up to 13.3 % initial efficiency for small-area reactors and up to 12.3 % initial for large-area industrial reactors. Finally, the different strategies to reach an improved light confinement in a thin film solar cell deposited on a flexible substrate are discussed, with the incorporation of asymmetric intermediate reflectors. Results of micromorph solar cells in the n-i-p configuration with up to 9.8 % stabilized efficiency are reported.
Research and Developments in Thin-Film Silicon Photovoltaics
M
INTRODUCTION
The strong needs of society for improved sustainable energy sources on a long time scale basis have initiated in the past years a fast growth of solar panels production (roughly estimated to 7.9 GW for the year 2008 [1] ). Photovoltaic modules have to be the source for an ever increasing fraction of the global energy mix in the future, therefore requiring very large scale development and cost reduction of manufacturing (below 1 dollar/Wp to reach grid-parity as already realized by the company FirstSolar with thin film CdTe solar modules [2] ). Thin-Film silicon photovoltaic is a promising technology in this context, as it combines availability and environmental sustainability of the main raw materials (Silane SiH 4 and hydrogen H 2 ). The deposition processes of thin film silicon (principally Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition, PECVD) are compatible with mass-production processes on rigid and on flexible large-area substrates, allowing for immediate costs reduction potential and for lower energy payback time than for typical wafer-based PV technologies [3] , with additional high potential for building integration (BIPV).
These different advantages have triggered a high industrial dynamism in thin film silicon PV in the past 5 years with the development of established equipment providers [4] - [5] and with the high increase of thin film silicon modules manufacturers. The remaining technology constraint which has hindered a larger market share is the limited conversion efficiency which can be attained. The conversion efficiency of hydrogenated amorphous silicon decreases after light exposure (Staebler-Wronski effect [6] ) until it reaches equilibrium states; and the actual highest stable efficiencies of aSi:H single junction solar cells achieved so far in research institutes is of 9.5 % [7] . Hydrogenated microcrystalline silicon (µC-Si:H), deposited with similar equipments as for a-Si:H, exhibits an indirect bandgap of about 1.1 eV, leading to lower open-circuit voltage values but also to enhanced optical absorption in the near infra-red part of the solar spectrum. The electronic transport properties are improved in µC-Si:H in comparison to a-Si:H so that thicker absorber intrinsic layers can be used (up to few microns) to obtain sufficient photo-generation, compensating the indirect property of the band-gap, and therefore leading to increased short circuit current. The best 1 cm 2 single-junction µC-Si:H deposited in research institutes attain conversion efficiencies in the order of 10 % [8, 9] with no or low degradation of performance under light soaking (0 to 10 % of relative degradation) [9] .
In order to increase further thin film silicon solar cells efficiencies above 10 %, multi-junctions devices have to be used. The advances in the development of micromorph tandem cells, first introduced at the IMT of Neuchatel [10] , are reviewed here. This double-junction solar cell consists of a serial optical and electrical connection of an a-Si:H and of a µC-Si:H cell, the top cell absorbing photons in the visible part of the spectrum while the bottom cell absorbs red and infrared photons, allowing for improved overall conversion efficiencies, as stable efficiencies up to 11.7 % for 1 cm 2 micromorph cells were already demonstrated [11] . A schematic and a cross section image of such solar cell deposited on a glass substrate (in the p-i-n sequence) are shown in Figure 1 . The micromorph thin film silicon solar cells developed at the IMT-EPFL are grown by very high frequency plasma enhanced chemical deposition (VHF PECVD) [12] , at temperatures ranging from 160 ºC to 250 ºC, and from a gas mixture of hydrogen (H 2 ) and silane (SiH 4 ), ), phosphine (PH 3 ) and tri-methyl-boron (B(CH 3 ) 3 , TMB) being used as doping gases. In order to achieve higher efficiency thin film silicon solar cells, light scattering at textured interfaces has become a decisive feature. It allows using thinner absorber layers as the scattering enhances the effective light path in the absorbing film. While this is certainly considerably important for production throughput and for cost reduction, light trapping is also mandatory because of inherent material properties; in case of a-Si:H, the impact of light induced degradation can be reduced in thinner films, while in µC-Si:H it can, to some extent, compensate the low absorption of the indirect band-gap. Light scattering is typically achieved at surface textures of the substrate or of the electric contact layer that precedes the silicon deposition [13] .
In the superstrate p-i-n sequence, the solar cell front side is the glass substrate on which is grown a Tansparent Conductive Oxide (TCO) which has to exhibit sufficient roughness to increase the optical path of the incoming photons into the solar cell thanks to increased optical diffusion. Results obtained at the IMT-EPFL in Neuchatel with TCO made of conductive Zinc Oxide (ZnO) grown by Low Pressure Chemical Vapor Deposition (LPCVD) are reviewed in section 2 together with studies of the impact on the optical and electrical properties of different surface morphologies.
Intermediate reflectors between the a-Si:H and the µC-Si:H cells also permit to increase the current generated in the top a-Si:H cell, allowing for reduced thickness of the cell and for decreased light induced degradation. The intermediate reflectors developed at the IMT-EPFL are presented in section 3 with their implementation in micromorph solar cells and their interplay with the TCO front contact roughness.
In substrate n-i-p devices for which the flexible coated substrate corresponds to the solar cell back side, similar concepts can be followed for achieving higher light confinement by texturing the metallic back contacts, e.g. the well known 
ADVANCED TCO POTENTIAL AND ISSUES

LP-CVD ZnO for enhanced light trapping
In thin film silicon solar cells, the front TCO has to exhibit high transparency in the useful spectral range to minimize optical losses by absorption (and/or by reflection), and to have sufficient conductivity to limit the series resistance of the cell. In the p-i-n configuration, the front TCO has also to show sufficient surface roughness (typical rms values between 50 nm and 200 nm) to optimize light confinement in the thin cell, by reducing reflections at the TCO/p-layer interface thanks to refractive index grading and by increasing the optical path of the incoming photons into the solar cell thanks to increased optical diffusion. In practice, Zinc Oxide (ZnO) or fluorine-doped tin oxide (SnO2:F) are widely used for p-i-n thin film silicon solar cells. The ZnO is typically deposited either by sputtering [15] or by LPCVD [16] [17] , with respectively aluminum and diborane usual dopants. The surface morphology then differs depending on the deposition process, as the sputtered ZnO is flat as-grown and needs a subsequent treatment (generally by wet etching) to increase its roughness. On the other hand, the ZnO is rough as-grown via LPCVD, with a wurtzite crystalline structure and a pyramidal growth along the (110) axis [17] as it can be seen from the scanning electron micrographs shown in Figure 2 of the surface of 1.8 µm and 4.5 µm thick LP-CVD ZnO layers deposited at the IMT-EPFL. This LP-CVD deposition technique has the important advantage of being easily transferrable to industrial depositions on areas larger than 1 m 2 , as already demonstrated and sold by the company Oerlikon Solar [18] . For hydrogenated amorphous silicon solar cells, the light confinement is needed in the spectral range of 500 nm to 800 nm to allow the development of thinner cells while keeping sufficient short circuit current density, therefore leading to improved stable efficiency of the cell thanks to the reduced thickness. The LPCVD ZnO texture optimized at the IMT-EPFL for amorphous silicon is shown in Figure 2 left (type-A), with a root mean square (rms) surface roughness in the range of 50 nm to 90 nm and lateral feature sizes varying between 300 nm and 500 nm. For microcrystalline cells, photons with wavelength varying from 800 nm to 1100 nm can be absorbed, as the material exhibits a lower band-gap than amorphous silicon, but the absorption is weak and therefore light scattering in this spectral range is mandatory, furthermore coupled to effective reflection at the back contact of the device. Multiple scattering at the TCO/silicon 2μm 2μm 2μm Type A Type C Type C -treated interfaces can result in, at least, a five-fold increase in the optical path within the intrinsic layer [19] , and allow for the design of high efficiency µC-Si:H solar cells while keeping industrially reasonable material thicknesses (below 2 µm). The LPCVD ZnO texture optimized at the IMT-EPFL for light trapping in µC-Si:H based solar cells is shown in Figure  2 right (type-C), with surface roughness of about 180 nm rms and lateral feature sizes varying between 1000 nm and 1400 nm. The type-A ZnO is strongly doped and 1.8 μm thick, while the type-C ZnO is lightly doped (to keep low free carrier absorption) and 4.8 μm thick, so that the sheet resistance of both substrates is of about 10 Ω/sq.
The optical characteristics of the two ZnO types are shown in Figure 3 ; the haze being defined as the ratio of diffuse to total transmission H=T D /T T , while the angle resolved scattering (ARS) is the intensity scattered into angles between 0 and 90° for a fixed wavelength (here of 543 nm). For randomly rough surfaces with a correlation length much smaller than the wavelength, scalar scattering theory predicts the following relation between haze and wavelength [20, 21] .
The angles θ 1 and θ 2 represent the directions of the incident and of the scattered beams, respectively; n 1 and n 2 are the corresponding refractive indices. The exponent β should be equal to 2, but different values have been reported experimentally [21, 22] . The haze data are shown in Figure 3 ; and we find β values of 2.8 and 2 for the type-A and the type-C substrate, respectively [23] . The ARS data in the right panel are plotted after weighting with the sinus of the scattered angle which provides the shape of the probability density function associated to the angular distribution. The type-A substrate shows a maximum at 40° which is very close to the behavior of an ideal Lambertian diffuser (maximum at 45°), indicating that it scatters effectively into high angles. The type-C substrate scatters into a narrower angular distribution, the most probable scattering angle being only 20°. Assuming rotational symmetry with respect to surface normal (ARS not dependent on the polar angle φ), the integrated areas under the curves are proportional to the diffuse part of the transmittance T D . Their variation reflects the different haze values for the wavelength of the ARS measurement, in this case at 543 nm. 
Impact of the substrate geometry onto thin film silicon solar cells growth and electrical performance
The type-C ZnO shows a high haze value, but direct growth of µC-Si:H onto such rough surface leads to low electrical performance of the developed solar cells [9] . The growth mechanisms of microcrystalline silicon was shown to result in defective material above steep, V-shaped depressions [24, 25] . These micro-structural defects correspond to zones of porous material growing as cracks, typically at the bottom of the surface valleys, where pinches are present, and we have shown that these cracks can be considered in the device equivalent circuit as low quality factor parallel diodes [24] mostly responsible for the observed decrease in electrical performances (low open-circuit voltage, low fill factor). These zones of porous material are consequences of shadowing effects and collision of growth front, linked to low ad-atom diffusion, and an example of such crack growth is shown in the transmission Electron micrograph (TEM) of Figure 4 left for a p-i-n single-junction µC-Si:H solar cell deposited on as-grown type-C ZnO. Here, the crack, followed by a dashed line and appearing as white contrast line, propagates through the whole active part of the i-layer. It is worth stressing that these "cracks" have been observed by different other groups, for different other TCOs or substrates, in µC-Si:H and in aSi:H solar cells [26, 27] or particle detectors [28] , and that they are determined by the substrate morphology and geometry. Reduction of this low quality material density is therefore crucial for the development of high efficiency thin film silicon solar cells.
A post-processing plasma treatment of the TCO surface was developed at the IMT-EPFL [9] and was shown to change the initial V-shaped morphology of the substrate features to U-shaped morphology. Depending on the duration of the treatment, the roughness is reduced down to 120 nm rms, and a type-C ZnO surface after the plasma treatment is shown in Figure 2 . This surface treatment permits to suppress or limit the smaller pyramids of the ZnO surface and allows for smoother surface morphology, drastically reducing the density of cracks in the developed cells. This is first illustrated in Figure 4 with a TEM image of a p-i-n single-junction µC-Si:H solar cell deposited on a type-C ZnO treated 40 minutes, where we can see a smaller crack which propagates only through part of the i-layer. Finally, a TEM image of a p-i-n single-junction µC-Si:H solar cell deposited on a type-C ZnO treated 80 minutes demonstrates no visible cracks in the active part of the device. The density of cracks was evaluated by observations of different TEM or SEM images [24] , on single-junction µC-Si:H solar cells previously characterized, and results directly demonstrate the correlation between the cracks density and the cell electrical performance, as shown in Figure 5 . ) and on U-shaped treated type C ZnO. Surface treatment allows for an increse of the radii of curvature of the valleys, as illustrated on the bottom of each picture (middle: 40 minutes treatment, right, 80 minutes treatment), as presented in [24] .
In consequence, while large sized structures with high haze and with high angle angular scattering are preferred to optimize light confinement in thin film silicon solar cells, specific care has to be taken so as to allow for dense µC-Si:H growth, i.e. without porous material growing as cracks, to ensure good electrical performance of the developed cells. According to our experimental observations, the large features TCOs to be use have to exhibit smoothed substrate's valley with sufficient radii of curvature to lead to the optimum thin film solar cell. 
V V NO CRACKS
HIGH EFFICIENCY P-I-N MICROMORPH CELLS
In micromorph tandem cells, both a-Si:H and µC-Si:H silicon absorbers are combined in the same device, so that it becomes challenging to devise light scattering strategies that can effectively serve the different spectral ranges of the two individual cells. The fundamental step to achieve effective light management in such solar cells is the introduction of an intermediate reflector layer between the two cells, because high light trapping in the amorphous top cell is quite impossible without reflection of light directly at its back. This top cell improved light management is of paramount importance to allow the design of a thin (below 300 nm to 350 nm) a-Si:H junction, so as to limit the electrical performance degradation under light exposure which originates from metastable increased defect density in the material (Staebler-Wronski effect). Higher currents can therefore be expected for thinner a-Si:H top cell with the use of appropriate intermediate reflector. The micromorph tandem structure utilizing such reflector is shown in Figure 1 and latest developments of intermediate reflectors at the IMT-EPFL and their integration into cells are discussed in sections 3.1 and 3.2. A TCO structure which could combine small and large features of the type-A and type-C TCO presented in section 2 was also developed. Tentative ideas were that the fine features could provide light diffusion in the top cell while the flattening effect of growing the amorphous layer should not affect too seriously large features, which could then diffuse longer wavelengths for light trapping in the bottom cell. We could successfully fabricate ZnO surfaces showing such double size textures [29] , but so far their application into tandem solar cells did not show a clear improvement and single structure large grain TCO (treated type-C) still leads to the best stable efficiencies.
In-situ PECVD deposited Intermediate reflector
The intermediate reflector to be integrated in a micromorph tandem cell needs to have a low refractive index so as to achieve high index contrast with silicon. This leads to a higher reflection of incoming photons, most of all due to a low critical angle at the first interface silicon-intermediate reflector, allowing for a larger fraction of photons to be totally reflected back into the a-Si:H top cell to increase the generated current density. A sufficient transverse conductivity of the layer is also required, together with low absorption and reflection of near-infrared photons to minimize current density losses for the bottom microcrystalline junction. The deposition process specificities and implications have finally also to be taken into account for the industrialization of such intermediate reflector. The first implementations of intermediate reflectors (IR) in multi-junction solar cells were done by using zinc oxide based IR (ZIR) [30] , which has a typical refractive index close to 2 at 600 nm (while it is about 4 for silicon). Further researches on alternative solutions led to the demonstration of the high potential of using PE-CVD in-situ deposited silicon oxide based intermediate reflectors (SOIR) [31] , which have become now established in production of micromorph tandem modules [32] .
The absorption and reflection of photons with wavelengths varying from 350 nm to 1200 nm were measured on both zinc oxide and silicon oxide based intermediate reflectors. The refractive index was extracted from these measurements for both IR layers and performances are compared in Figure 6 , showing that the SOIR should permit to attain higher reflection thanks to a lower refractive index than with ZIR, as n ~ 1.7 to 1.9 at 600 nm for SOIR and n ~ 2 for ZIR at 600 nm. The deposited SOIR layers also exhibit lower absorption coefficient in the near-infrared than the ZIR deposited layers. Moreover, higher shunting probabilities were observed when incorporating ZIR layers, while SOIR carefully designed with sufficient transverse conductivity and higher lateral conductivity can lead to improved low illumination electrical performance of the solar cells. Finally, the ZIR is deposited in a system different to the PE-CVD reactors used for the amorphous and microcrystalline layers, therefore not easing the solar cell deposition sequence. The Silicon Oxide layers, even though grown at a reduced typical growth rate (~ 0.1 nm/s versus about 2 nm/s for ZnO), have the high advantage to be deposited in PE-CVD reactors, typically from a mixture of CO 2 (or alternatively of N 2 O), SiH 4 , H 2 and PH 3 gases, i.e. same process as for the absorbers. The developed SOIR layers exhibit a dual-phase nature, with silicon nanocrystals embedded in an amorphous silicon oxide matrix. Variations of the deposition processes permit to develop layers with varying refractive index n (from 1.55 to 3 at 600 nm wavelength) and conductivity (from about 10 -10 to 10 -2 S/cm), depending on the size and density of the silicon nanocrystals phases [31] . The SOIR deposition regimes were varied in order to achieve lower index of refraction with sufficient transverse conductivity. Low-plane conductivity is required for the IR layers but they need to have sufficient transverse conductivity to not increase too much the series resistance of the solar cell, to not impact efficiency. Variations of the hydrogen dilution of the gas mixture and of the CO 2 content were tested. An increase of CO 2 content clearly leads to a decrease of index of refraction, as shown in Figure 6 , thanks to an improved incorporation of oxygen in the layers. High hydrogen dilution permits to lower the index of refraction ( Figure 6 ) by reducing the presence of silicon phase in the developed layers, but it leads also to lower conductivity of the layers. Figure 7 . The ZIR and SOIR permit a similar maximum increase of current density in the developed cells of about 2.4 mA/cm 2 for 200 nm to 300 nm thick layers and for depositions carried out on a type-A TCO. The current gain saturates for increasing reflector thicknesses so that a 200 nm thick reflector seems to be optimum. The current gain in the top cell attained thanks to the intermediate reflector is lower for the substrates with larger feature sizes, as shown in Figure 7 with the lower gain for type-C front TCO, observed with the 2 different IR solutions. This originates from the differences in the angular scattering of the incoming photons at the TCO substrate. As shown in Figure 3 , the type A TCO leads to a rather lambertian distribution of the emitted light, therefore giving rise to a larger proportion of incoming photons scattered at large angles for photons with wavelength of about 550 nm. These higher diffusion angles for the type-A TCO than for the type-C TCO for wavelength in the range of 550 nm to 750 nm permits a higher proportion of photons arriving at the silicon-IR interface at angles higher than the critical angle, leading to improved reflection and to higher short circuit current densities in the a-Si:H top cell. 
Micromorph p-i-n solar cells with in-situ silicon oxide intermediate reflector
The combinations of the developed high haze transparent conductive oxides and low refractive index intermediate reflectors have allowed to improve light management in the micromorph solar cells. The best results in small-area PECVD reactors at the IMT-EPFL were obtained so far using a type-C LPCVD ZnO (permitting higher diffusion of long wavelength photons and increased current in the µC-Si:H bottom cell) and 150 nm thick SOIR layers (with a refractive index estimated to about 1.7 at 600 nm). The electrical performance of a micromorph solar cell developed at the IMT-EPFL combining a top cell thickness of 300 nm, a bottom cell thickness of 3 μm, and a SiOx intermediate reflector layer of 150 nm thickness, is shown in Figure 8 . In this configuration, and without anti-reflection coating, we obtain an initial efficiency of 12.6% which shows a relative degradation of 12% after 1000 h of light soaking, reaching a stabilized efficiency of at 11.1%. Figure 9 . In this configuration, and with antireflection coating applied to the front glass, we obtain an initial efficiency of 13.3 %, thanks to a high total generated current of 27.7 mA/cm 2 in the micromorph solar cell, with a current matched at about 13.8 mA/cm 2 . The area of this cell is here also of 1.2 cm 2 . Fig. 9 . External Quantum Efficiency (EQE) and current voltage characteristics of a micromorph tandem solar cell deposited in the small-area PE-CVD system, on the type C substrate, with SOIR, optimized to reach high short circuit current density in its initial state (cell size 1.2 cm 2 , no anti-reflection coating) [29] .
Similar concepts for improved light management in micromorph cells were then also applied in large-area industrial like PECVD reactor (KAI R&D system). This permitted an improvement of the developed micromorph cells initial efficiency up to about 12.3 %. The initial EQE and current voltage characteristics of this tandem solar cell, incorporating a 250 nm thick a-Si:H top cell, a 2.7 µm thick µC-Si:H bottom cell (deposited at 3.5 Å/s) and a 130 nm thick SOIR, on the type C substrate, are shown in (cell size 1.2 cm 2 , with anti-reflection coating). These results show the possibility of integrating industrially the developed device features to get higher light confinement in thin film silicon solar cells. 
ADVANCED LIGHT TRAPPING IN N-I-P THIN FILM SILICON SOLAR CELLS
In order to reach high efficiency micromorph solar cells in the n-i-p configuration, advanced light scattering strategies are also needed, such as implementing different length scales for light trapping, either in the same interface by overcoating a large structure with smaller features, or by varying the texture between the individual interfaces. Similar concepts as developed for the front TCO in p-i-n thin film silicon solar cells can be followed in substrate (n-i-p) devices but here for achieving textured metallic back contacts. Light scattering is in this case therefore achieved at the reflection at the back contact and not at the transmission at the front contact as realized in the p-i-n configuration.
The n-i-p cells presented here are grown on a flexible polyethylene substrate and the surface morphology of the substrate is textured with a periodic sinusoidal structure which is embossed into the surface by a roll-to-roll process [33] . The substrate is then covered in a conformal way by sputtering of a bilayer of silver and zinc oxide with typical thicknesses of 80 nm and 60 nm, respectively. The silicon layers are then deposited at 180°C by very high frequency PE-CVD. The front contact consists of a 1.8 µm to 3.8 µm thick ZnO layers deposited by LPCVD (naturally textured growth), similar to the ZnO processes developed for the p-i-n case (respectively type-A and type-C ZnO).
In order to realistically estimate the total current attainable in a micromorph tandem device while using such textured substrates, the dependence of the photocurrent of the µC-Si:H cell thickness was first studied. The EQEs of a series of microcrystalline cells grown onto the 2D grating substrate are presented in Figure 11 , with i-layer thickness varying from 1.1 μm to 3 μm. A high increase of photocurrent can be observed from 23 mA/cm 2 to 24.5 mA/cm 2 , respectively for 1.1 μm to 2 μm thick i-layers. For thicker i-layers, the photocurrent rise tends to saturate at about 25.1 mA/cm 2 . In this study, further increase of thickness leads to degradation of the electric performance of the solar cell, so that the saturation of the generated current rather reflects a problem of carriers collection than the actual limit of light trapping. Improved processing of the microcrystalline i-layer could certainly allow for higher current densities with our substrate texture. A possible total current density of 25 mA/cm 2 can therefore be reasonably expected to be achieved for the time being with the developed substrate texture. Such total current density would allow for a maximum matched current in a micromorph tandem solar cell of about 12.5 mA/cm 2 . However, such current density becomes challenging to obtain in the amorphous silicon top cell. If we consider the simpler case in which the amorphous top cell is stacked onto the microcrystalline bottom cell without any intermediate layer, we can assume only single pass of photons through the amorphous absorber layer. After passing through the top cell, the remaining light active for amorphous silicon (below 850 nm) will likely interact in the bottom cell and not come back to the top cell, so that the amorphous silicon cell in such tandem configuration does not benefit from the back reflector. The thickness series of top n-i-p amorphous cells presented in Figure 12 show that an i-layer thickness of more than 600 nm would be required to obtain a photocurrent of more than 12 mA/cm 2 . Clearly, such a thickness is not desirable in terms of light induced degradation and a maximum current of about 10.5 mA/cm 2 was measured after 1000 hours of light soaking at 50 mW/cm2. The 100 nm thick, nominally flat SOIR, permits to first improve the current in a 200 nm thick top cell from 9.5 mA/cm 2 to 10.2 mA/cm 2 . However, we are still far from the targeted photocurrent of 12.5 mA/cm 2 , and far from the current increase achieved in the p-i-n configuration. First, the periodic substrate in the n-i-p configuration exhibits a period of 1200 nm which is well matched to the requirements of the microcrystalline silicon bottom cells, but not necessarily to amorphous silicon cells. Still, in 270 nm thick single junction amorphous cells deposited directly on this substrate, photocurrents between 12.8 mA/cm 2 and 14.4 mA/cm 2 [33] could be achieved, with a certainly higher reflection at the ZnO/Ag back contact used as back reflector than the reflection which can be attained with the SOIR in the tandem cell. Moreover, the texture of the back contact is changed by the growth of the microcrystalline bottom cell, as shown in Figure 14 by a cross section image of a tandem cell on the periodic reflector incorporating an intermediate reflector. We observe that the amplitude of the substrate texture is reduced towards the top of the microcrystalline layer, and the sinusoidal shape is changed towards a mostly flat interface with small depressions located along the minima of the initial structure. Thus, the reflection at the SOIR can yield a second pass of light through the top cell, but we expect only little scattering of light at the flattened interface, while the lower interface morphology features does lead to lower angle of photons impinging onto the silicon to intermediate reflector interface, therefore strongly reducing the number of photons exhibiting total reflection. Correspondingly, the top cell as developed with the SOIR layer compares well to flat reference cells on a good reflector (e.g. 11 mA/cm 2 for a 270 nm thick cell [34, 35] ).
In order to achieve improved light scattering in the top cell, an asymmetric intermediate reflector (AIR) made of ZnO and grown by LPCVD [34] was introduced. Inherent to the growth process, LPCVD ZnO develops a textured surface regardless whether the substrate is flat or mildly textured, and it is well documented that this surface texture is well adapted to amorphous solar cells [36] . The cross section image of a micromorph solar cell integrating such ZnO intermediate reflector displayed in Figure 14 , shows that the 1.6 μm thick LPCVD-ZnO layer completely fills the small depressions in the surface of the microcrystalline layer, and develops its own typical pyramidal texture independently of the original periodicity. Cross section image through a micromorph tandem cell with LPCVD-ZnO AIR on the periodically textured polymer substrate [34] .
The use of this assymetric intermediate reflector allows for much higher roughness at the interface between the top cell and the reflector, therefore allowing for higher reflection and for higher diffusion and scattering of the reflected light. This directly translate into a massive improvement of the top cell current density, as we could achieve the goal of 12.5 mA/cm 2 in a 200 nm thick amorphous cell by using such intermediate reflector. The best micromorph n-i-p cell was obtained thanks to the AIR development and showed an initial efficiency of 11.2%, for a stabilized efficiency of 9.8 % after 1000 h of light soaking, and its performance are displayed in Figure 15 . 
CONCLUSIONS
In order to further improve conversion efficiency of thin film silicon photovoltaic devices, multi-junctions such as the micromorph tandem junction have to be developed, and selective light trapping into the thin solar cell is mandatory. The advances in the development of amorphous silicon microcrystalline silicon tandem cells were presented both for the n-i-p and the p-i-n configurations. The development of rough Transparent Conductive Oxide was first shown to allow for improved light scattering at the transmission for p-i-n cells. However, growth of porous material leading to degraded electrical performance of the developed solar cells was also demonstrated on too rough substrates, and specific studies have permitted to determine that typical V-shaped valleys, or pinched surface features, involve growth of this low quality material. Adequate surface treatment of the ZnO TCOs was shown to smooth the rough surface from V-shaped valleys to U-shaped valleys, and to lead to improved electrical performance while keeping sufficient light scattering. Furthermore, intermediate reflectors were shown to be of paramount importance in micromorph cell between the amorphous top cell and the microcrystalline bottom cell, so as to increase the current density in the top cell and to keep this cell reasonably thin (below 300 nm) to allow for low degradation. Intermediate reflectors made of ZnO or of in-situ deposited silicon nanocrystals embedded in an amorphous matrix of silicon oxide (SOIR) were developed and integrated in micromorph cells. Best results of imicromorph cells developed were reported with up to 13.3 % initial efficiency for small-area reactors and up to 12.3 % initial for large-area industrial reactors. Finally, the different strategies to reach an improved light confinement in a thin film solar cell deposited on a flexible substrate were also discussed. High efficiencies necessitate matched current densities higher than 12.5 mA/cm 2 . Currently, an intermediate reflector between the top and bottom cells is the most successful route towards high top cell current densities, but in n-i-p solar cells we observed that the growth of the thick bottom cell results in adverse changes of the surface morphology, resulting in an almost flat interface between the amorphous silicon cell and the microcrystalline cell, limiting the potential of the intermediate reflector in these circumstances. By introducing surface texture into the intermediate reflector layer itself, we were able to supply to the top cell its very own light scattering interface, and we are at liberty to use a structure that is experimentally well proven for this purpose. We are able, on plastic substrate to apply that scheme to reach close to 10% stable efficiency micromorph cell, with an initial matched current of 12.3 mA/cm 2 .
